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Every good gift and every perfect gift is
from above, coming down from the
Father of lights...

Our dear praying partners across the world,

Moving moments

Good news! Finally, our Studio renovation is
completed and finally, also, the snow is melting away
and the temperature has risen to the mid 60’s F (15
C). Now I feel I’ve been set free, even though it took so
much more time and money than we had estimated.
But now the studio is up and running and we want to
“catch up” with pressing jobs, e.g., recording, in two
months, 35 “Unshackled” radio dramas, several films
and some music recordings. Fortunately, we now
have more staff to deal with it.

We had our regular Board meeting and a meeting
of the General Assembly of our Association. It was,
for some of us, a very moving moment as our dear
friend who has been President of our structures
has stepped down from his position after almost 30
years of deep involvement. Bishop Zdzisław Tranda
is now 87; he still comes to our meetings, 220 miles
(400kms) by train, records regular Sunday devotions
for our radio and participates in all the Association
activities. In response to his request, first brought to

Bishop Zdzisław Tranda - President of our
association stepped down after almost 30
years of involvement.

His attitude and comitment is a great encouragement for younger generation.

James 1.17

us some eight years ago, we have finally accepted his
resignation from his position of a President, though
he continues to be a Board member,
So many great memories came to mind; our long,
regular meetings, early 1980’s, in his Warsaw flat with
Ralph Hamburger (then Director of World Vision and
hugely influential in our thinking and in financing
the recording studio) when in secret prayer times
we dreamt together of a recording studio that would
add an extra dimension to our evangelistic music
group DEOdecyma who were quite busy at that time
traveling all across Poland sharing the Gospel and
seeing many people come to Christ.
So, now I have been elected as the new President
of DEOrecordings Association. I pray that the Lord
will give me His perseverance; passion, wisdom and
energy to further expand our activities. 30 years ago
we could not have imagined present developments,
so we trust the Lord the future will be even better!

Succession?

With the Bishop’s resignation it is a natural
progression to think about “succession” in our whole
organization. Well, I believe the Lord has already
chosen His people to be involved but we do not
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Polish ministry thru
• FM Radio
• Internet
• Music
• Evangelistic and
follow-up courses

Thank You LORD
Progress on March prayer requests
1
2
3
4

Studio renovation finished! Hallelujah!
Very good Board meeting, unity, joy and
graciousness.
Good progress on preparing Outback
weekend.
The Polish version of Akademiaplus.pl
(GROW) platform is already launched and
training the first people in discipleship.

Write to us!
deorecordings@ccm.pl
Our Recording Studio facility is after heavy renovation.
After months of remodeling we’re ready.
We believe it will serve His Kingdom for many years.
To God be the glory!

Please PRAY
April prayer requests
1

2

3

4

5

Good Outback weekend, so that all the
participants would experience God’s hand
in their life.
Wisdom in making radio expansion a
reality. Compensating for dip in advertising
revenue.
Wisdom and blessing in preparing our
annual e-coach conference, May 31–June
2nd.
Finances for 2013 – a new opening and new
projects to finance. We start application
process with some foundations. It is always
a grace from our Lord to see Him opening
hearts of others to help us.
2014 – Festival of Life. Another exciting
opportunity…
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Jesus.net
statistics

March

2013
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits 		
Decisions 		
Requests for follow-up

32 935
3 112
405

See it live on Joy in Heaven

Overall

- Since July 2008
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits 		
1 793 907
Decisions 		
253 597
Requests for follow-up
28 145
See it live on Joy in Heaven

Radio CCM &
Radio Fest
Total weekly audience

want to use our human calculations that too often lead us to
disaster. We focus on the work we want to expand with as
many new leaders as possible (already we are seeing quite
a number becoming more and more involved). They will
know better than we do how to get wisdom from the Lord
and to be relevant to their generation. Yes, we invest heavily
into new people! As our work is growing so fast, we need
them desperately and the Lord answers our prayers.

Exciting opportunities

We were all electrified by the news, that there seems to be
a possibility of getting involved in digital radio in Poland on
a major scale. There are some talks about obtaining for us
a whole “multiplex” consisting of 7 to 12 parallel channels,
nation-wide (!). It means we could run multiple programs
(regular, local feel, but also spoken word, different genres of
Christian music, etc.).
There are also some opportunities to move our radio studios
to Zabrze (Radio Fest) and into a better location in Gliwice
(Radio CCM), directly into the proximity of the historic
“Gliwice Radio Tower” (the place where II World War was
triggered). Local governments are luring us to move to
those locations and we seek His will. Please, pray with us.
We pray that Krzysztof (radio CEO) sees direct guidance
from the Lord. These are major steps for us.
In our Wisla studio situation we are praying about
purchasing the building where our studio is located; right

now we are only renting it. We would like to add some extra
living facilities to make it a small “training centre”, there are
so many ideas we are considering.
Very soon (May 10 – 12) we shall have in Poland first
Outback weekend. It is a parent/teenage and married
couples weekend that makes a profound impact on lives of
participants. Our USA friends will come to help us with the
first event. There is still a lot of work is still to be done, we
meet several times a week to plan, pray and train.
God willing, next year, August 20 – 22, 2014 we plan to have
another “Festival of Life” – this time to get together as many
as possible of the thousands of people who responded to the
Christ call in Internet szukajacBoga.pl platform. We pray for
tens of thousands of people to attend… A real ”moment of
truth”

Epilogue

Our personal life is good, I was only feeling tired. Spring, all
the activities, lots of traveling, but I continue with my daily
walks (target – 10 km a day!).
Your prayers and support are a needed and appreciated and
very much a part of what God is doing in Poland! We love
you dearly and pray for you, too.
Henryk.
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